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Sports and the sixties:

Toronto. Canada, December 3, 1969

from the Serpent
of the Don

winds of· change
By NICK MARTIN

The sixties was the decade 'in which sports
came to the fore of North American culture,
overwhelming every other art form to become
the dominant force in the North American per
sonality. As in every other decade, sports
had had its super heroes in the sixties, but
the tremendous influence of television made
them far bigger and far greater than the men
that came before them.

The sixties belonged to the superathlete, to
the man whO could fill a stadium with his very
charismatic presence, to the Joe Namaths, Ro
ger Marises, Bobby Hulls, and Cassius Clayse
But if the sixties .belonged to these men, then
the decade equally belonged to Darryll Hill,
and Kelly. Sonner, and John j\1cClendon. For
if an art form becomes the culture of the so
ciety, then it reflects that society, and the
winds of change that move the society move
the art form.

In 1962, Darryll Hill was just another go
od high school football player in the south
Hill was a Negro. and that meant if he wanted
to play football in the south it would be at
Grambling, or Texas Southern or Alcorn A
& M, all-Negro schools. But in the early
1960's, things were changing in ~he south, slow-
ly perhaps, but they were changIng.

DARRYL HI'll, Terp ace,
was first Negro to play;
varsity football in ACC ..
Has aerial skill with speed.'

A few men had the courage to do what
. Branch Rickey had done with Jackie Robinson
fifteen years before. In 1963, Darryll Hill be
came the starting wingback on the University
of Maryland football team, and in so doing,
became the first Negro to play at a southern
white university.

Shortly before, Prentice Gautt had integrated
the southwest when he became the first Negro
to play for the Oklahoma Sooners. Hill's Vic
tory broke down the barriers in the last ra
cist stronghold, as he was followed by such
players as Dick Leftridge at West Virginia,
Jerry Levias at Southern Methodist, Johnny
F..oland at Missouri, and Lester McLain at Ten
nessee. Only a handful of all-white teams re
main, Alabama, Ole Miss, Georgia and a few
others, and you have to wonder how long even
men like Bear Bryant can hold out when his
Crimson Tide get slaughtered by integrated Mis-

'souri in the Gator Bowl61

The fifties saw the Negro struggling for his
rightful position in sports, and the sixties saw

him move to complete equality on the field
with whites. With the trade in 1962 in which
the Washington Redskins obtained running back
Bobby Mitchell from Cleveland in return for
the draft rights for the late Ernie Davis, there
was no major league left in baseball, basket
ball, or football that was not integrated.

As the sixties close, the racial gap still exists
in management. In pro basketball, Bill Rus
sell has shown that Negroes are as capable
as whites in handling men as he coached the
Boston Celtics to the NBA title. Now, with
Russell turned to acting, Lenny Wilkens is head
coach of the Seattle Supersonics and John Mc
Clendon heads the Denver Rockets of the A
merican Basketball Association ..

The other sports are dragging woefully be
hind basketball in this area, but the seven
ties will see that changed. It is expected that
baseball will have its first Negro manager
within the next year; look for him to be Frank
Robinson of the Orioles, who has proven his
ability as a field general in the Puerto Rican
Winter League.

Football comes of age

Professional football cam.e of age in the six
ties. Under the greedy eye of televison, pro
ball was eargerly snapped up by a society that
knew violence as a way of life, and found a
release for its tensions in the combat of the
professional gridiron.The quarterbacks and run
ning backs were as popular as ever, but it
was the defensive stars that epitomized the vio
lence of the sixties.

Largely anonymous -in the pa$t, defensive
players stepped into the spotlight with a half
hour CBS show: "The Violent World of Sam
Huff." Before the Giants' middle linebacker
became famous, the only defensive players to
receive recognition were those famed for vi
cious tackling such as Hardy Brown of the
4gers or Ralph Toohy of Hamilton.

Now men such as Deacon Jones and Mer
lin Olsen of the Rams, or Angelo Mosca of
the Ti-Cats became just as famous and well
paid as their offensive counterparts in the res
pective leagues. When violence becomes a part
of daily life, then the hitters become the idols.

They tried to kill baseball off in the sixties,
but it was too ornery to die. Condemned to
extinction for being too slow, baseball held
the line with stars like Sandy Koufax and Mur
ray Wills, then made a tremendous comeback
late in the decade.

Baseball expands and lives
Vitally needed expansion, which found tre

mendous success in Montreal and Kansas City,
breathed a new life into the game. The Mi
racle of the Mets put the cap on a year that
saw the hitters come to life as they had not
done in decades. Through the work of Bowie
Kuhn, rule changes were implemented that gave
the advantage back to the hitter that belonged
to the pitcher for too long.

Pete Rose, Hank Aaron, Harmon Killebrew,
Rod Carew, Boog Powell, and Willie McCovey
proved that the hitter was far from dead.
And in a world where so many old values were
being questioned and overthrown~ then Tony

Conigliaro proved that perhaps God is not yet
dead either.

Boxing was dead when the sixties began.
Two champions lay dead after fights, Kid Pa
ret and Davey Mooree The sport was domina
ted by hoodlums, and saddled with a heavy
weight champion, Floyd Patterson, who refus=d
to fight anyone worth of title contention.

Then in the 1960 Olympics, a brash kid came
out of Louisville to win the lightheavy gold

. medal. Within months Cassius Clay was pro,
with a six-round decision over Tunney Huns
aker to his credit. With only 19 profession9-1
wins, Clay took on Sonny Liston, leaving the
Bear in his corner as Clay won the ~heavy-

weight title.

I am the greatest
Boxing was revived as thousands flocked to

see if anyone could beat the loudmouth Clay.
He finally met his match in the draft board,
but no one could touch him in the ring. By
the time he took his forced leave, boxing was
well on its way to· regaining its popularity of
the fortie s.

The men that draw the crowds reflect the
mood of the sixties. Joe Frazier and Jerry
Quarry are the sluggers, slamming it out toe
t 0 toe until the knockout. Co-champ Jimmy
Ellis is a timid boxer and harder to drag
into a ring than Patterson in his prime. It
is fighters like Frazier, and comers like Mac
Foster and George Forman, that will make
boxing one of the top sports of the seventies,
as they battle for the title.

And the cham.pions that will never be. Like
Rip Randall, number three welterweight with
draws against Curtis Cokes and Manny' Gon
zalez, who took the final count from a Viet
Cong mortar. And Kelly Sonner, at nineteen
a promising lightwieght with four st,raight KO's,
who stepped on a land mine. Fat that, too,
is part of the sixties.

Sports in Canada expand
In Canada, sports are flourishing as never

before. Vancouver will join the NHL, the Ex
pos have captured the imaginations of the people,
and the CF L is having its most exciting year.
Yet, on the international scene, the outlook
was not so bright in the sixties.

In 1961 we were still sending our Allan
Cup champs to beat the Russians. Now even
minor league pros can't do the job. Harry
Jerome could not win a gold medal, and the
country expected far more than Elaine Tanner
could give. It was left to a young girl from
British Columbia, Nancy Greene, the girl next
door, to save our nation's pride. Flying the
slopes as if she were born on skis, Nancy
left the best skiers of the world far behind
as she won two World Cups and an olympic
gold medal, and a place in our hearts' for
ever.

Yet when you speak of Canadian sports, you
speak of hockey. Our hockey success has not
matched our pride in the sixties. Every Ca
nadian-knows that an NHL allstar team would
undoubtedly slaughter the Russians and re-es
tablish Canadian supremacy_ Such a game is
Canada's dream for the seventies, a game that
must be played, come hell or Bunny Ahearnee

Animals upset titleholders in GHL thriller
By NICK MARTIN (French for Jones) de-oeuf- crier) two-timed and John feuille, and Didier Maillard GBL enters its third week

"ThO d Y D H ed the scoreboard for A.·E Texeira anced; Larry Black (no, he did it in Sam's o,f play. The Jeunes clob-
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The Animals pounced on piece for C and also got some 4-zip as E skunked 1st pected to have a productive Andre Doyon had a bucket;
h d f d h h goals. year. Tony Tilley, Jim Jen- season before his recent~O- Chris Hawkes had 5 and
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randa and Dough Crukshank ledge tallied; Andre Doyon The Sons of B gilletted the Coyle, Gord Way, and Nick 10 points. Jamie Meuser
r~plied. had the Youngsters' score. Axemen 5-4 as Larry Black Martin (In whose net? - Pat hUit~d.and Ralph Trodd had

The Beavers msagroed The sophs supremecourted and Brian Marshall 80%ed Flynn). Bob McMurrich twi- half a dozen. Geoff Scott had
the Axemen 3 _ 1. Mer- the Sons of B 5-4 as Wild and Chink chimed in with ced for Ye Greene Machine. 9, Pete van Horn demidoz
cury Raven chapeaued,-while Bill Wade and Terry Irie one; Charlie Stedman, Vic The frosh look to be the ened, and Bill Kort quatred
And r e Debellefeuille (traditional call of the town Borycheski, Andre Debelle- basketballers to beat as the for B.
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'We hold these rights to be self-evident
that man is endowed by his creator with
certain inalienable rights, and among these
rights are liberty and the pursuit of hap
piness.'

The Report of the Committee of Rights
and Responsibilities of the Members of York
University (Laskin Report) is not exactly
in the same vein as the American Declar
ation of Independence, or even the Canadian
Bill of Rights.

It does, however. make a preliminary
step towards the implementation of a jud
icial system which is fair and eqUitable
and recognizes the right of the individual
to participate in the decisions which affect
his community.

The report recognizes that the 'in loco
parentis' relationship between students and
the administration is no longer valid in the
seventies. But it still sets up artificial
barriers between the student and the admin
istration, especially when it states that the
administration 'must be left with initial
power to t impose a sanction, at the risk of
successful challenge if the affected person
or persons choose to bring the case before
the university courts', Habeus Corpus not
withstanding. ,

The whole report has a tone which implies
that the committee was more concerned with
physical property than with the freedom and
dignity of the individual, and is more inter
ested in the status of the university as an
institution than the injustices and the in
equalities ,which make people take up the
cause of social'action.

In many ways, the report reads much
like the press release of the Committee

of Presidents of Universities of Ontario
(CPUO), 'Violence on Campus'. CPUO de-"
fines illegitimate disturbances as 'obstruc
tion of the normal processes and activities
of the university committee'. The Laskin
Report, while it doesn't Inake a formal
definition. concurs with CPUO in its general
outlook concerning disturbances.

Probably the most important aspect of
the report to Glendon students is its com
plete refusal to recognize that Glendon
is different from the York Campus - not
only in size, curriculum and goals, but also
and most importantly, in the fact that Glen
don has a highly developed system of stud-
'ent- administration relationships through
the Council on Student Affairs (COSA) which
has evolved in our own peculiar environ
ment.

'the power of the principal in discip
linary matters at Glendon has been
delegated to COSA, a joint student-faculty
committee. Escott Reid, in a Globe and
Mail article has stated that "in the case
of a student demonstration which involves
such things as the disruption of classes,
the occupation of bUildings or the rifling
of files.".if there must be outside inter
vention, it must emerge, not from uni
lateral action, but from the collective de
cision of the community".

At Glendon, the 'collective decision of
the community' is a decision made by COSA.
The implementation of the Laskin Report
. would mean, in effect, a regressive step
in the field of, student-administration rel
ations and could possibly result in a period
of tension between students and admin
istration. COSA has worked effectively in

the past and there is no reason to believe
that it couldn't continue to do so, especially
if the legislative function was passed on
to another council, as suggested in the Las
kin Report.

COSA does need to form two types of
courts -- courts of first interest and ap
pelate courts. Still, both ·should be con
stituted on a purely local basis; the uni
versity courts only being used in cases
of an intercampus nature.

The Laskin Report has opposed the es
tablishment of any given procedure for
dealing with the possibilities of disturban
ce. Reid has propounded the opposite view,
saying that his course is 'the least risky
of many courses. all risky'.

There are very few, if any, members
of the Glendon community who would pur
posely initiate violent action at Gledndon.
If a disturbance did come. it would pro
bably be a result of a lack of understan
ding and communication between the ad
ministration and. the students, The best
method~ therefore, of avoiding this pos
sibility of physical damage to property
of ,which the Laskin Committee is so a
fraid, is to have a college which is tru
ly a community which interacts and not
-merely co-exists.

Such a community demands a structure
which is flexible so that all members of
the community participate to the full ex
tnet of their ability, and which operate on
a very local and human level. Glendon is
small and coherent enough to make it pos
sible to work out judicial structures which
complement- the academic life of this col
lege.\ The Laskin Report has failed to re-
alize that. '

- DAVID STARBUCK

Reprinted from "New Dimensio~s"
Ontario Board of. EducatIon

Dorothy Adair of Deer Park Schoof,
Toronto, is the sort of teacher whose kid~

never want to go home. They' come
early-lito help"-and hang around after
school as if someone were baking cookies
instead of marking books.

Perhaps it was only natural that someone
should say: "Wouldn't it be fun if VJe could
have our supper at school one day?"

Used to turning the butterfly interests of
her 40-odd grade 2 pupi Is to advantage,
"Aunt Dorothy" as she is sometimes called,
lost no time in fi-nding a way to do it.

A class rummage sale was planned and
goods collected were auctioned to raise
money for groceries. Li ke all good cooks
grade 2·next decided on their menu.

Hamburgers--hot dogs; buns, butter; mashed
potatoes; carrots; peas; salad; Jello-ice
cream; cookies; mi Ik.

Each child was then asked to bring a
cook ing utensi I together with h is own
knife, fork and spoon.

Then the class \f\Jas divided into groups for
a trip to the store, with each group
responsible for the purchase of two or three
items. In the classroom a long table became
the kitchen, where carrots and potatoes were
scraped and the hamburg patties seasoned
and shaped. Cooking was to be done in the
staff lunch room.

The fate of too many cooks is proverbial,
so movie~~ ... ·ere arranq!3d for the bo,/s after
lurch. The girls vvere left on their own to
prepare the salads (one with and one
without onions) and butter the buns. Two
made a flying visit to the chain store for
mil k to mash the potatoes-a task in whi ch
the boys took a vigorous hand. The boys
also arranged the desks to form long tables
\Nh ich the girls decorated with paper cloths
and flowers.

Grace vvas said and the class president
read a n8te of apology from the principal
who was unab;eto dttend. Records provided
soft dinner music and, with ~ few momen
tary exceptions, the level of manners and
conversation was a credit.

And when parents arrived at·6:30 pm to
collect therr children-Mrs Adair's children
still didn't want to go home. . . ~~§

By DELORES BROTEN
Freedom for children - to develop

and learn through their own inter
ests. to explore thei~worldthrough
'Iiving and learning' •

This is what the Hall-Dennis re
port promises and it is being imple
mented in many Ontario schools.
Teachers and parents are fascinated
by the discovery that even 'problem'
children are capable of sustained
interest in projects and ideas of
their own invention. 'New Dimen
sions in Education', the monthly ma
gazine of the Ontario Department
of Education, is full of reports about
new and successful experiments in
teaching, such as 'The Party~.

This article illustrates both the
prospects and pitfalls of the new
freedom. It is remarkable that the
children do not seem to regard their
six hours in school as limbo, al
though that feeling is never very
acute until grade 5 anyway It Teaching
is not authoritarian, and is geared
to the children's interests. Active
participation, as in shopping, plan
ning, etc., is something the univer
sities have yet to appreciate as part·
of the learning dialectic.

Yet, here the, kids are, doing their
party, and the girls cook the dinner,
while the boys watch movies; the
boys set up the tables, while the
girls decorate them, as if little
boys ought not have a sense of
domestic aesthetics; grace is said,
bourgeois banquet styles are follow
ed, with the principal being "unable
to attend". soft dinner music, cor
rect manners and conversation.

the children are being trained to
accept stereotyped sexual roles, and
the modes of relationships used by
the middle and upper class. It is 
not an authoritarian training with
specific repressive techniques, but
'repreS sive tolerance', much like
the university situation, with its
course outlines, time limits, and'
marks. The children will grow up
able to play the roles that contem
porary industrial capitalism dem
ands - to work on their own, within
limits, to take initiative, within lim
its, and to think for themselves,
with proper gUidelines.

Even the freedom of 'The Party'
has a line which must be followed,
but the Board of Education seems to
think that it is the right one.



the mind boggle,
ho\IV I said to hell vvith grades and started learning
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By DEE KNIGHT

'Tis the time of year when a
young scholar's fancy turns to semi:'
nars, term papers and exams. It is
a traditionally hectic time on campus
es from Dalhousie to UBC and from
Harvard to Berkeley. Necessarily so?
I think not.· At Glendon, supposedly
t'an experimental college with an en
tirely different ethos," we should look
for alternatives.

I believe that the t exam syndrome'
has already been discredited at Glen
don, as nearly all, except the French
faculty, realize that exams are a
block to creative learning, not a help.
But why is this so? And is it also
true to some extent of other practices
which we now take for granted?.

Exams at their best are a coer
cive form of impromptu educational
feedback; at their worst, they become
tools of rote learning and selective
instruction. Considerable discussion
about thIs in the past has caused the
decision to stop training students to
pass exams, and instead to attempt
to facilitate understanding. But I sug
gest that we have not gone far enough:
exams are only a symptom of the es
sential block to creative learning. This
block is the grading system as it now
exists.

Few. will deny, though nearly all are
unwilling to admit it" that most of their,

work as students is done because it
must be graded. It is not an overstate
ment to say we are conditioned to re
act to the impulse of 'this will be
graded' with the pavlovian response
of going through a given 'educational'
exercise. We are being well-trained,
but is this education?

Education is analogous to a stereo
'set with earphones and an input/output
mechanism. The ideal use of the set

~ is made when there is a balance bet
ween input and output: when a student
is able-to receive information and dir
ection clearly, and respond strongly
and clearly, understanding and achie
vement are besto But when information
and direction are garbled, too intense
or too varied, the input system will
break down: the student's attempts to
respond and produce will be frustrated,
and there will be no understanding,ex
cept of alienation.

The system at Glendon is therefore
frustrating. The aim here is to provide
an integrated, high-quality education,
but the system is at the breaking point
because of the imbalance between input
and output. The 'sound system' seems
both uncontrollable arid whimsical -
there seems to' be 'a' 'conscious effort
that either the music should not be
heard. or it should blow your ears off.

The point is that my aims of an integ
rated and stimulating learning exper-

ience are being re-directed to suit the
requirements of an inflexible machine,
which is attuned to grades. This is
backwards. The information/ training
machine should be attuned to human
and individual needs at the outset,
and moreover, it should be subject
to easy in-process alteration. If we
must recogriize that learning is .too
essential and expensive to be entirely
individualized. it "should also, be held
that education is too vital to be n1echan
ized.

Glendon has already been dedicated
to achieving the most creative learning
process possible, in an experimental
atmosphere. Our mandate is to try to
develop solutions to the deficiencies of
traditional modes of education. Escott
Reid wants us to become 'inquisitive,
imaginative. creative, Iively and schol
arlYe•• ', and to 'find joy in creative
work', in order to be responsible and
successful revolutionaries. But if we
are to find this joy, the work must be
focussed on creativity and not stan
dardized accomplishment.

I suggest as a first step towards
trying to achieve this aim. that next
spring be designated as an 'open sea
son' for discussion and implementation
of creative learning formats, with the
emphasis on experimentation. If we are
to realize our claims of experiment
alism, we must begin.
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The essence of Glendon Cqllege is its dedication
to liberal education. We are not a professional colle
ge. We are not a school of administration. We are not
a college for turning out politicians and civil servants.
We are a college dedicated tb liberal education.

I believe that - there are. two halves for a liberal
education in this last.t111td-:of{··th'e twentieth centliry.··

"

One half consists in gaining a better understanding
of the world we live in so that we may help make that
world a better place to live in. The other half "con
sists in breaking the influence of the world we live in
and finding deliverance from the tyranny of the im
mediate, the novel and the transitory." These two
halves are mutually nourishing. Each is the necess
ary consequence of the other.

If a man is to gain an understanding of the world
he lives in he must throughout his whole life be able
to turn the full force of his mind on tough disciplined
penetrating sustained studies of that world. He will
find it difficult to do this if he has not during his stu
dent years acquired the habit of serious sustained dis
ciplined study. Serious sustained <.iisciplined study will
stimulate his intellect, his imagination, his creative
powers. It will therefore make it easier for him to
acquire and maintain an understanding of the ever
changing world he lives in.

If understanding is to lead to wise action more is
required than a disciplined and creative. intellect and
imagination. _

A revolution will diminish misery only if it is led
by people who are moved to tears by misery of their
fellow men and, as Leonardo da Vinci has said, '-'Tears
come from the heart, not from the brain." Those who
wish to change society for the better must have warm
compassionate hearts as well as cool calculating brains.

1~here are other virtues they should possess. They
need the virtue of holy obstinacy. They need to learn
how to control and discipline and make creative their
anger at the pain and suffering and injustices of the
world. They need to accept the central doctrine of
that g.reat revolutionary, Ghandi, to hate evil but not
to hate the evil doer. They need to be able to find joy in
creative work. They need to be able to appreciate
not just the misery of man but also his nobility and
mystery and the nobility' and mystery of so many of
his acts of creation.

I repeat today the hope I expressed two years. ago
when I announced my intention to give up my post
as principal of Glendon College at the end of 1969.

I hope that the dominant group among the students
of Glendon College will be angry intellectuals, not com
placently angry but self-questioning, angry intellectuals
who are committed to improving the community they
live in, the country· of which they are citizens, and
the world which they occupy with three and three
quarter billion neighbours; and that means committed
to serious disciplined study of their community, their
country and the world and the kind of revolutionary
improvements which need to be made; informed intel
lectuals who are angry at a society which pollutes the
air of its great cities with filth and noise, which fouls
its lakes and rivers, which fails to prOVide equality

of opportunity to the gifted children of ·the poorest
third of its citizens, a society which is flooded with
television programs, films and books which brutalize
the mind and spirit of man, a society which courts
destruction because it refuses to come to grips with
the two great world issues of this generation, how to
I1arrQw the dangerously wide gap between ChIna and the
rest of the world and how to speedup the dangerously
slow rate of economic growth of the hungry\. three-fifths
of the world.

The more students of this kind whom. Glendon Col
l.ege possesses and nourishes the more Glendon Col
lege will demonstrate that it is dedicated to at least
one half of a liberal ed·ucation.

And what of the other half of a liberal education
-- that half "which consists in breaking the influence
of the world we live in and finding deliverance from
the tyranny of the immediate, the novel and the trans
itory" ?

It is perhaps more difficult today than in lTIOst past
generations for a university community of scholars
and students to provide themselves with this half of
a liberal education. One reason for this is the dernand
from many socially aware students that every COtLi~se

at university be relevant, and by this many of thern
seem to mean that every course should be directly
concerned with the immediate problems of the \vorld.

Universities must reject this demand for this kind
of narrow relevance. Universities must insist on the
relevance to life of courses which are not directly
relevant to the immediate problems of the world, cour
ses, for example, in the religion of Mohammed or
Buddha or Jesus, courses in the philosophy of Con
fucius or Plato, studies of the music, the painting,
the writings of man in many countries in many cen
turies.

All a university can do is to help its students find
their own way of achieving deliverance from the tyran
ny of the immediate, the novel and the transitory.
Each of us must work out his own salvation in his own
way. And each of us must realize that this is no easy
task. Salvation must, as the Lord Buddha said in his
last words to his disciples, be sought with diligence.
"Work out your own salvation with diligence." There
are no short cuts to salvation.

What a university community of scholars and students
like Glendon College can do is to help those of its
members who wish to make a diligent search for de
liverance to find a way of deliverance appropriate
to them. Some will find deliverance in philosophy or
religion or history, some in music or painting, poe
try or drama or novels. Because of the beauty of its
surroundings this university community of Glendon Col
lege can help its students discover for themselves
the solaces of gardens, quiet walks and wooded hills.

I hope that you and succesive generations of Glendon
students will find that your life and studies here will
help you make the revolutionary changes which the world
stands in need of. I hope that you and successive ge
nerations of Glendon students will find that your life
and studies here will help you find companionship and
friendship and love and refreshment for your minds
and hearts and spirits. - Escott Reid.

Speech. Nov. 27.1969
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DON'T LOOK NOW,
BUT YOUR NOBLESSE

Brother, do you belong to an excl
Sister, are you high up in an exc:
I recommend to you a recent advl
and tastefully entitled' The Ciga:
Brothers and Sisters, are you Sal
one hundred per cent creme de l~

The copy-writer says, 'Virginia
created for that limited audience
sharp distinction between what d<
and what is acceptable to tpem.'
Let us absently whistle a snatch
Wessel Song' as we try to remen
previously glimpsed that limited a
Perhaps when it was voting dry t
got the working man to work on t
audiences who could sleep ~ate c
dawn over pinch-bottle Scotch at
Or, to take a select journey thro
Surely we saw it recently at Voi~

tailored gentleman turned to the
dowager which had just slipped a
into his pocket and murmured bE
of Steak Beamoise, 'The trouble'
is that the lower classes don't kl
Here is , we are assured, 'A cig2
make a cult of doing all things be
when the better costs so little m
So how is your cult-life, friends,
do you think that wad on your hil
And do not overlook the fact, ho(

\ and Sistern, that 'Smart folk to ,
Virginia Round know they cost a
which leads me, as a Lucky Stri
Whenever I offer smart folk a L
them a nickel for themselves, jl
not a piker.

·~;~.·Vf~n a man w~~O IS pure a .N
, ""S~'%"J'" ' ~

President Richard M. Nixon said yesterday that th
U.S.A. is giving up biological and chemical warfare re
search, except on antidotes for possible enemy poisons, an

-ill not retaliate with such substances even if some nation
uses them -against us.

It sounds very righteous, and we suppose it will im
press more than a few people here and there.

Mean\vhile, ho\vever, let us slack off in no slightest
way on researches and improvements respecting other
weapons-nuclear arms especially (on earth and in space),
laser beams and other death-ray possibilities, and so on.

,"\le can bet Soviet Russia and Red China are at work
on all these grisly quests for ever-more efficient mass
rrlurder devices. If we fall behind in that race, Heaven

-heln us. New York D il
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&at InvDIved, W'it:h The KitalMatz

For information and application-for these programs
and for permanent settlement, summer and teenage
programs, contact:

kibbutz is a unique social experiment in coop
erative liVing which strives for personal and commun
ity self-realization.

We invite you to experience the kibbutz through the
follOWing programs. which are available any time,all
year round.

replaced, perhaps, by social criticism, or
maybe even psychoanalysis.

'Down hill Racer', starring Michael Red
ford is the story of the rise of an Ame
rican skier from awkward beginnings in
an Idaho farmhouse to international Olym
pic competition. Believe it or not, if I
tell you whether or not he makes it to
the top, I'll, acutally spoil the movie for
you. It is now at Yorkdale Cinema. A nor
mal film, well actedand beautifully filmed
can still be very exciting, even fascinating,
to the most sophisticated cinema goer
(which I am not, but I ,can act like one)..

The film is absorbing because the na
tion of cliches, was turned inside out and
became relevance instead. The director ul
timately relies on the techniques he learned
working on television commercials, which,
are famous for converting yesterday's old
cliches into today's images. 'Marlborough
Country', the 'country' in Salem, the 'es
cape machine' and that girl who is 'nice
to be with' (How Mid- Victorian can you
get?) are all examples of the ad-man's
proven ability to convert lead back into
radioactiv~ metal.

The plot line is simple and traditional,
the all-American sports adventure. Skiing
has nearly been done to death in film,
in endless travellogues, in ads and has
become one of the cheap thrills of tele-
.vision sports. But the film works, and it
doesn't have to innovate to make it.

There is very little dialogue, the photo
graphy is carefully calculated for audience
involvement as every detail is well control
led. The plot moves fast and far enough,
with a few twists of fate for flavouring,
to achieve and maintain interest. Sounds fa
miliar? A description of 'Downhill Racer'
sounds too much like aT.V. ad to be an
accident.

On e excellent effect is achieved by pla
cing a camera in the hands of skiers on
the 'giant slalom' course. Every turn seems
impossible and every bump is near-disaster

the audience eats it up (oohl ah!).
Throughout the film, jump-cuts and a de
pendance on facial instead of verbal ex
pression, keep them fram realizing that
they've seen all this before, but never quite
so well done.

By BRIAN PEARL

E very art has its traditional and a vant
garde creators, and film is no exception.
But film-making is different. At the same
time both convention and experimentation
are accepted.

An audience is properly impressed by
either when they are done with quality.
Old plays are revived to thrill old au
diences and classics can turn on con
servatives in painting and music. But in the
cinema old films not only turn on young
and old aUdiences, but old styles in new
films can still work. '

A comparative case in point is the suc
cess of two new small films, Allan King's
'A Married Couple' and Michael Redford's
'Downhill Racer'. Although worlds apart,
both films can enjoy large audiences in
the same Toronto market. They mutually
demonstrate the vitality and accpetance of
the motion picture as an art form.

'A Married Couple' by Alan King, who
also made 'Warrendale' is the film case
history of the domestic life of Billy and
Antoinette Edwards, their son Bogart and
their dog Merton. When it opened at Cine
city last month it was given incredible
amounts of press coverage.

The reason for this exitement is obvious.
'A Married Couple' is the result of t~n

weeks of filming .in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Edwards and, as a result, has an
unquestionable aura of dramatic authentici
ty about it. As ava_nt-garde film-:ma~ing,

'A Married Couple' has just about initiated
a whole new genre ('actuality cinema') and
is a completely new and different experien
ce for the audience.

Not only does the film disallow that
hoary old,question"But what does it mean?"
and finally elevate cinema voyeurism, an
other God-awful problem, to an artform in
itself but it also destroys the notion of
'character' and replaces it with that of
'person' and real people. This is perhaps
a major revolution in cinema technique,
but only the future and Alan King know.

_ But for now, the film is an unique expe
rience. So unique, in fact,tpat the common
criticisms of film seem irrelevant, being

Form contrasts in film vitality

ASA ARNON
Room 312
188 Marlee Avenue
Toronto 19, Ontario
(evenings: 633-7225)

TEMPORARY WORKER

AGE: 18-35
COST: Transportation
DATES: Year round

KIBBUTZ ULPAN

SUNNYBROOK
RESTAURANT

cordially invites all students to end their food
fr,ustrati~n. Sunnybrook Restaurant serves
hamburgs to T-Bone steaks--and all at low
prices! Sunnybrook Restaurant is conveniently
located in the S1:1nnybrook Plaza, Bayview and
Eglinton.

ZVIZEXER
KIBBUTZ ALlYA DESK
Suite 1301 a
200 Park Avenue South n
New York~New York, 10003 d
(212) GR 7-5663

AGE: 18-35
COST: Transportation
DATES: Year round

A six month program of Living and working on a
one-half day work and one- kibbutz for one month or
half day Hebrew studies. more.

PIANO CONCERT

JUDI KENEDI

Thursday. December 4, 7:45 p.m.

In the Old Dining Hall
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The Duke Undefeated
By NICK MARTIN

There is a great tendency when viewing 'The Un
defeated' to compare it with 'True Grit', John Way
ne's masterpiece from a few months back. Such a
comparison would be grossly unfair ta the Duke, and
anyone approaching 'The "Undefeated' with the expec
tancy that it will match 'True Grit' in is for a dis
appointment.

In 'True Grit', Wayne satirizes the' characters he
has been portraying all these years, and in so doing
produced a picture that ranks with 'Shane' and 'The
Magnificent Seven' as the greatest westerns of all
time. In 'The Undefeated' he reverts to the ste
reotype Wayne, the two-fisted, brawling, violent, but
inpeccably honest frontiersman.

To understand the Wayne film, it is necessary
to understand Wayne America, because the two are
vitally interlocked. John Wayne's America is a world
of black and white, of good and eVil, and no grays
in between; where a man is only as good as his word,
and principle, property and a good woman's honour
are to be defended to the death. Wayne's films are
full of mother's apple pie, but because it is Wayne
and you expect it, you aren't really bothered by the
schmaltz and pure corn that abounds. It's all part
of being John Wayne.

Recently, the Duke has been working his political
views into his movies with a noticeable lack of sub
tlety. 'True Grit' was an appeal to Middle America
for law and order and support for the police. In 'The
Undeafeated', Wayne returns to 'The Green Berets',
this time masking his plea for American unity against
dangerous foreign invaders a little more subtly, although
he still hasn't taught extras to wait until cannon shells
explode before throwing themselves in the air.

Ironically, the most significant line of 'The Undea
feated' comes early.in the picture and obviously es~

caped Wayne's political attention. He asks a battered
rebel trooper why they continue to fight against over
whelming Union odds. The defeated officer replies:
"Because this is our land and you are on it."

But John Wayne's politics are so obvious that you
can simply ignore them if you find them disagreeable
and enjoy the picture as a typical Wayne western.
There is a rousing brawl scene rem.iniscent· of 'Mc
Lintock', the wild horse roundup that evokes memories
of Wayne's classic 'Red River', one of the few male
female romantic relationships left in films today, a-nd
wide-open-spaces photography that comes close to
matching the splendour of 'True Grit'.
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turned out to be the opposite.
What is the direction the National Ballet

is taking? They are planning similar pieces
to 'Kraanerg'. she told us, so that the
repertoire of the company will be enlarged
in this direction, and also in order to in
volve the younger members of the audience.
Many new ballets are difficult to introduce,
however, as ballets have to be perfected
and polished for a long period of time.
There is no room for improvisation in
ballet. The important thing for a dancer,
said Miss Bowes, is to perfect her skill
and technique to such an extent that the
dance, which, strictly speaking. is not a
natural form of movement, will seem like
the most natural thing to do.

M Bankof Montreal

What is the significance of ballet? How
relevant is it in a technological and unrom
antic age? To a ballerina, such as Karen
Bowes of the National Ballet, it is a whole
way of life. I talked to her briefly after
the Saturday matinee.

To her ballet is the most complete of the
art forms. Not only is it movement through
space, which is in itself a form of sculpture
- both of the dance~'s own body and the
space around it, - but it is music, it is
mime, it is acting. How much real acting
is involved, she herself is the proof of,
having danced the role of the gypsy tempt
ress in 'Le Loup' so skilfully and con
vincingly that one would have expected that
interpretation to be herself - in fact she

National Ballet
flourishes

That ballet today, in 1969, is still an art form that
is quite relevant to many people, was proven eloquently
during the National Ballet Company's two-week season
that ended last Saturday at the O'Keefe Centre. To
judge from direct observation of the audiences' reaction
and not from Nathan Cohen's eternally sour remarks,
I can say that the season was a success.

The repertoire for this fall included not only many
of the classic gems of ballet, such as 'Swan Lake',
'La Sylphide'. 'Bayaderka', and 'Four Temperamnents',
but also some interesting new pieces such as Roland
Petit's 'Le Loup' and Flindt and lonesco's 'The Lesson',
both of which were newly presented to Canada during
the past week.

The major attraction, however, was the full-length
abstract ballet. 'Kraanerg', which had its world premiere
last June at the opening of the National Arts Centre
in Ottawa. It is a very intriguing piece, totally lackin~
a storyline and the pretty traditional movements expected
from ballet. It is elemental, basic, earthy, powerful,
sensual and very op - so unlike anything one would
expect a ballet to be. This quality is expressed in its
unusual title: 'Kraan', we are told, means 'to perfect'
in ancient Greek, and 'erg' means energy - a heritage
of its Greek composer, lannis Xenakis.

Its particular success or failure is difficult to evaluate,
as success is, for this greatly abstract ballet, in the
eyes of the beholder.

Effective sets are integral
A very integral part of the whole effect is the simple

but effective sets. They were created by Victor Vas
arely, the Hungarian -born artist, who 'originated' op
art, experimenting with geometrical concepts and visual
effects since the late forties. The sets consisted of a
backdrop of black and white lines and several smaller
screens representing squares and circles. Circles in
ancient times represented earthly paradise, and squares,
celestial paradise. One theme that crops up from time
to time in the course of the production is the necessity 
or possibly the lack of it - of a choice between the two..
The op theme is continued in the starkly simple black
and white costumes.

The dance itself was choreographed by Roland Petit
to the electronic-cum-instrumental score of lannis Xen
aki~. The totality of the whole thing was a trip. Al
though each of the eleven movements had a specific
theme. they were not labelled as such, and thus it was
up to the observer to get into it and absorb the message
through dancing and not through reading labels. It de-
manded an involvement which was frightening to many
of the older generation of ballet fans accustomed to
pretty representations of fairytales that do not advance
beyond the footlights. 'Kraanerg' has immense force
and tension - at times too much - in the form of great
acrobatic movements, slow extensions and shows of
strength for the male, and quick, fluttering urgent
movements on the part of the female dancers.

Absurdist theatre transplanted
'The Lesson' was another ballet that differed from

the traditional. It is a piece of absurdist theatre trans
planted into ballet. lonesco's play is about a math teacher
who, with the help of his maid, eliminates, one by one,
his stupid female students. Translated into ballet by
choreographer Fleming Flindt, the math teacher becomes
a ballet teacher, the maid a pianist and the math student
a stupid beginner in ballet. Much of the dialogue of the
lonesco play cannot be brought out in gestures, and so
the confounding absurdity of the play is lost and becomes
a simple horror story - but one that is still very effective.

In a dark and dingy hole of a dance studio reigns
Celia Franca in oversize shoes and a loose skirt that
flounces as she stomps back and forth. A starry-eyed
innocent arrives, in the shape of Veronica Tennant
~nd th~ lesson begins. The teacher, Fleming Flindt,
IS at fIrst almost neurotically shy but qUickly becomes
aroused and more and more exacting - he'll make a
dancer of this nit before the lesson is over - until she
dances to such a point of exhaustion that she does not
know what she is doing, becomes entangled in his arms
and is finally strangled. As the two gruesome teachers
cart her body away, a new eager innocent rings the
bell: victim no. 41.

'Le Loup' is another contemporary ballet - also choreo-
- graphed by Roland Petit. It is the unusual story of a

bride, who falls In love with a wolf, mistakenly believing
that it is her fiance transformed. When the Villagers
find out about this, they persecute and finally murder
theme Petit's choreography very effectively underlined
the storyline and Veron~ca Tennant as the bride again
distinguished herself with the lyrical execution of her
role. Also effective was Karen Bowes as the gypsy who
is the source of all the trouble,

'Kraanerg' and similar ballets represent a welcome
change from the classics, which, while extremely beaut
iful in movement and form are unbearably stagey for
audiences growing up in the relative naturalness of the
cinema and improvisional theatre. I hope the National
Ballet will continue in its present direction and will
introduce more full-length ballets such as these, as they
represent a theatrical movement which only now seems
to be catching up with ballet - that of honesty, insight
and audience involvement. '
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